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H₂O Cleaner
cleaner

CHARACTERISTICS
The H2O Cleaner is a powerful cleaner that is applicable to water-based and
solvent based paints.
In addition the H2O Cleaner also works on 2K primers and products that are based
on epoxy and polyester base.
The H2O Cleaner is gently against human and the environment. After cleaning, the
pigments settle on the ground, whereby the cleaner can be used several times.
APPLICATION
An intensive water-based cleaner for the thorough and environmentally friendly
cleaning of equipment, parts and appliances in paint shops such as:
Spray guns
Putty tools
Mixing plants
Scale plates
Gratings
Parts racks
Suspension Gears
Body racks
As a cleaner in automatic part washers
As a degreaser/ cleaner in the workshop area
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HANDLING
The optimal effect can be achieved when the spray guns are cleaned with a soft
brush with the H2O Cleaner. After cleaning, the pigments settle to the bottom and
the product can be used again.
If the H2O Cleaner is used in cleaning machines, the cleaning machine must be
free of other cleaners. For strong pollution the H2O Cleaner can also be applied
with a brush.
After cleaning with the H2O Cleaner it must be rinsed with water.
WARNING:
At excessively long contact of the galvanized pistol connecting nipple, these can
easily rust. Likewise, the surface of aluminium nipples can be easily eroded.
SAFETY ISSUES
The before mentioned technical data and information, especially the
recommendations for applying and using our products, are based on our
current knowledge and experience when applied under normal conditions.
In practice, the materials, surfaces or site conditions are so different
that no warranty regarding the working results or liability, arising
out of any relationship, can be inferred neither from this information
nor from a verbal consultation, except we are charged with intent or
gross negligence. In this case the user is obliged to prove that he has
informed us about all points required for a proper and promising
judgement in writing, in time and completely. Patent rights of any third
party are to be observed. Furthermore, our general sales and delivery
Terms and Conditions and the latest Technical Data Sheet, which should
be demanded, apply.
Directions for handling and waste disposal are
in our Material Safety Data Sheet and the specifications of the
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Employers Liability Insurance Association for the chemical industry.
Copyright VOSSCHEMIE
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